Abstract-The numerical solution of neutral delay differential equation (NDDE) with variable step size implementation in multistep block method is addressed in this paper. The strategy of variable step size was actually from the idea in adapting the step size control mechanism in the block method that allows each block to have different step size ratios as it moves in the interval. Special attention is paid in approximating the neutral delay term using the stored value of derivative solution in Newton divided difference interpolation. Numerical results shown that the proposed multistep block method is reliable when compared with the other existing Adams method.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we described the implementation of variable step size strategy for solving neutral delay differential equation (NDDE) which is given in the form ( ) ( , ( ), ( ) In the previous works, NDDE has received little attention because it is hard to solve it theoretically and numerically. This is due to the discontinuities of zeroth order in the neutral equation which may propagated throughout the whole interval and thus lead to huge failure steps in the numerical solution, see [2] and [1] .
Nevertheless, Jackiewicz was the first who has published a series of papers for the solution of NDDE in 1980's. In his study, Jackiewicz investigated the NDDE extensively in the multistep methods (Adams methods). For instance, method in [3] is based on Adams-Moulton formula; method in [4] is based on predictor-corrector formula with fixed order; method in [5] is based on variable-step variable-order AdamsBashford Adams-Moulton with equal intervals for back values; method in [6] is based on variable-step variable-order Adams-Bashford Adams-Moulton with unequal intervals for back values, and method in [7] is based on Adams method in divided difference form. The study of NDDE in multistep block method has been investigated by Ishak et al. [10] . In their work, they have proposed the 2-point block method that only consider the integration in the intervals of 1 
[ , ]
n n x x + and 2
n n x x + .
In this paper, the numerical solution of NDDE using multistep block method in the variable step size implementation is investigated. The method in this paper is slightly different from the block method that has been proposed in [10] . Special attention on the evaluations of ( ) y x τ − and ( ) y x τ ′ − using the Newton divided difference will be taken into account. 
II. FORMULATION OF THE METHOD
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The multistep block method can be defined over the closed interval [ , ] a b which divided into a series of blocks containing a number of points that will be computed in each block. This method is said to have an advantage as it can reduce the number of total steps and function evaluations under some prescribed tolerance.
According to Fig. 1 , this method will approximate the solution of 1 n y + and 2 n y + simultaneously using the information in the previous block at points 2 1 , n n x x − − and n x .
Here, the computed block has the step size 2h, while the previous block has the step size 2rh with r is for variable step size implementation.
There are many block methods that can be generated from Fig. 1 . For instance, the block method in this paper will approximate the solutions over the interval 1 
[ , ]
n n x x + and 1 2
[ , ]
n n x x + + , while the block method in [8] and [10] consider the intervals 1 
n n x x + . The considered approach in our method is called Gauss-Seidel style, which is an iterative procedure that is based on a modification of the Jacobi method. In Gauss-Seidel style, the first approximation is computed in the same manner as in Jacobi method. However, in computing the second approximation, the GaussSeidel method assumes that the current new solution values have a better approximant than the initial values, see [9] .
Since the numerical solution of this method is from the adaptation of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), hence it is necessary to consider the initial value problem (IVP) as follows 
The only data available for approximation of corrector formula will be the values of 
where ( 2 )( 1)(2 1)( 1)(2 2 
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On substituting (6) and (7) with the values of step size ratios 0.5, 1 and 2, and evaluate them using Maple, yields the corrector formula for the 2-point multistep block method as 
The same approaches are employed in order to get the predictor formula by interpolating between the points In practice, the predictor is an explicit method and is used to predict the first approximation of y , while the corrector is an implicit method which used to improve the approximation that has been obtained by the explicit method. Here, we define the new strategy of PIE(CIE) s mode to adapt with the application of the delay term where P denotes the application of the predictor of order k, C denotes the application of the corrector of order 1 k + , E denotes the evaluation of the function f , I denotes the application of the interpolation and s denotes the number of iteration that is needed in a convergence test. 
: , I is the six-point Newton divided difference interpolation polynomial.
IV. VARIABLE STEP SIZE STRATEGY
The developed algorithm starts by finding the values of starting points at s mode is applied and repeated until it reach the end of the interval.
In order to achieve the desired accuracy, the choices of step size will be restricted to double, half and constant. Precisely, if the integration step is successful, then the new step size in the next step must be determined using the formula
is a safety factor, TOL is the prescribed tolerance and EST is the local error estimation. The step size ratios will be doubled as 0.5 r q = = if the integration is successful at once. If the integration is continuously successful and the step size become constant, then the step size ratio will be 1.0 r q = =
. For the case if the integration step fails, the step size will be halved as In the numerical results, the maximum error of the absolute error test is defined as
where ( ) V. NUMERICAL RESULTS In this section, we have tested two examples of NDDEs in order to show the efficiency and reliability of the 2-point multistep block method. All these implementations have been carried out in C programming language and the results are compared with the solution obtained in [3] . The following notations are used in Table I and Table II. TOL The prescribed tolerence.
MTD
Method employed.
TS
The total number of steps.
FS
The total number of failure steps. According to the numerical results in Table I , it can be observed that the proposed 2PMBM which computed the approximate solution at two points simultaneously has gives better accuracy in terms of maximum error with lesser number of total steps at tolerances 2 -2 and 2 -4 . Meanwhile, when the tolerances getting smaller from 2 -6 to 2 -12 , 2PMBM required larger number of total steps in the integration compared to AM. This is due to the step sizes that become constant and unable to be doubled until the end of the interval. However, the accuracy of 2PMBM methods is still better at all tolerances compared to AM.
In Table II , 2PMBM has shown a great advantage in terms of lesser number of total steps and the maximum error at all tolerances compare to the Adams method in [3] . Overall, it can be concluded that the developed 2PMBM is reliable and has its own advantage for solving the NDDE in multistep block method.
